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ABSTRACT
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Aim: To evaluate and compare the compressive strength of a
new ceramic-reinforced glass ionomer (Amalgomer CR) and
resin coated high strength glass ionomer .cement (GIC) (Equia
forte) with a nanohybrid composite (tetric N ceram).
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Methodology: Twenty four maxillary premolar teeth were
selected. Selected teeth after cleaning were mounted in acrylic
resin blocks exposing the crown. Class II cavities were prepared.
Samples were divided into three groups of 8 teeth;
• Group 1: Class II cavity restored with Tetric N Ceram composite (control group)
• Group 2: Class II cavity restored with amalgomer CR
• Group 3: Class II cavity restored with equia Forte

Dental restorative materials which substitute the lost
tooth structure should be stable in different oral environment conditions. Degradation of the materials in saliva
leads to deterioration and disintegration of the material in
the course of time limiting the longevity of the restorative
material. Higher failure rates of restorations in class II
cavities can be attributed to the role of mechanical stresses
due to occlusal loading leading to cuspal flexure.1
Recently, a new ceramic reinforced glass ionomer
(amalgomer CR) and resin coated high strength GIC (equia
forte) has been introduced to the dental market. These
tooth-colored products are claimed to be superior in withstanding masticatory load than conventional composite.
Even now, there are concerns regarding strength of
glass ionomer cements. More recently, amalgomer CR,
a ceramic reinforced GIC has gained popularity on the
grounds of better mechanical properties. However, there
is no evidence regarding long term mechanical properties
like compressive strength of this material. Together with
this, there is no information regarding nature of reinforcement of Amalgomer CR.
Moisture is integral to the setting of Glass Ionomer
cement (GIC), especially for conventional acid–base
reaction GIC (C-GIC). Water is the essential reaction
medium and it hydrates the siliceous hydrogel facilitating formation of polyacid salts.2 Therefore, mechanical
properties of GIC depend on water balance, i.e. the uptake
and release of water during storage and manipulation.
C-GIC is sensitive to both hydration and desiccation
during initial setting. Desiccation retards the setting
reaction decreasing strength; shrinkage and crazing also
may happen. Hydration or water uptake during setting
may compensate for setting shrinkage, but causes wash
out of calcium and aluminum ions retarding setting and
decreasing surface integrity.3

Restored samples stored in artificial saliva for 2 weeks and
subjected to compressive strength test using the universal testing
machine at a cross head speed of 0.5 mm/min. The failure load
was recorded. SPSS software was employed for statistical analysis. Mean compressive strength and mean compressive load was
calculated. One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by
post hoc tests served for comparison of compressive strength
among the study groups. The significance level was set at 0.001.
Conclusion: Tetric N ceram has a high compressive strength
compared to amalgomer CR and equia forte. It can be concluded that tetric N ceram may be a better posterior restorative
in comparison with Amalgomer CR and Equia Forte.
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INTRODUCTION
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All restorative materials serve in warm, moist oral
environment. Such an aggressive environment will alter
mechanical properties of materials affecting stability of
restorations. This makes it very important to study the
changes in mechanical properties like strength, hardness,
wear resistance, solubility, etc. of restorative materials in
simulated oral environment.

Statistical Analysis

AIM

RESULTS

To compare and evaluate the compressive strength of a
new ceramic reinforced glass ionomer (amalgomer CR)
and resin coated high strength GIC (equia forte) with a
Nano hybrid composite (tetric N ceram)

Mean compressive strength and mean compressive loads
are shown in Table 1. Group I showed highest mean compressive strength followed by group I followed by group
III. Mean compressive load also followed the same pattern.
The mean compressive load and mean compressive
strength between the three different materials were
assessed using one-way ANOVA. There was a statistically
significant difference in mean compressive strength and
load among all the groups (p < 0.001)
Pair wise comparison using scheffe post-hoc test (Table 2),
showed statistically significant difference in mean compressive strength and load between Amalgomer CR and

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Twenty four maxillary premolar teeth were selected. The
teeth were cleaned, immersed in NaOCl for 5 minutes
and stored in physiologic saline at room temperature.
Samples were mounted on an acrylic block (Fig. 1) and
class II cavities were prepared with a width of 1/3rd the
intercuspal distance and a depth of 1 mm for the occlusal
step and 1.5 mm for the proximal box (Fig. 2).

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software was
used for statistical analysis. Mean compressive strength
and mean compressive load was calculated. One-way
ANOVA and post-hoc tests served for comparison of
compressive strength among the study groups. The significance level was set at 0.001.

Sampling
Samples were divided into three groups of 8 teeth each
(Fig. 3).
• Group 1: Class II cavity restored with tetric N ceram
composite (control group)
• Group 2: Class II cavity restored with amalgomer CR
• Group 3: Class II cavity restored with equia forte
Restored samples were stored in artificial saliva for
2 weeks, then subjected to compressive strength testing
using the universal testing machine (Instron 3300 universal testing system, North America) at a crosshead speed
of 0.5 mm/min. The failure load was recorded.

Fig. 2: Class II cavity prepared in a selected tooth

Fig. 1: Mounted samples with the coronal part of the tooth exposed

Fig. 3: Materials used for study. (a) Equia Forte;
(b) Tetric N Ceram; (c) Amalgomer CR
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Table 1: Results of one way ANOVA analysis

MCL
Composite
Equia
Total
MCS
Composite
Equia
Total

Amalgomer
8
8
24
Amalgomer
8
8
24

N
8
8
8
24
8
8
8
24

One-way ANOVA
Mean
Sd
1848.024
190.085
2467.363
547.099
1391.830
439.042
1902.406
602.892
29049.107
2987.952
38784.507
8599.867
21878.202
6901.313
29903.939
9476.876

F
13241

Df
23

p
< 0.001

13.241

23

< 0.001

Table 2: Post-hoc test, significant difference seen between the groups
Dependent Variable

Reference group
Amalgomer

MCL

Composite
Amalgomer

MCS

Composite

Scheffe post-hoc test
Comparision group
Composite
Equia
Equia
Composite
Equia
Equia

Graph 1: Comparing the mean compressive strength
between the groups

composite (p = 0.026) and also between composite and
EQUIA (p < 0.001) but there was no significant difference
between Amalogomer and equia forte (p = 0.119) (Graph 1).

DISCUSSION
In this study, compressive strength obtained was highest
for tetric N ceram followed by amalgomer CR and least
for equia forte. A significant difference in compressive
strength was observed between the three groups except
for amalgomer CR and equia forte.
Compressive strength testing is important in in vitro
studies since it is considered as a good indicator for
simulating the forces that the restorative materials are
subjected to under mastication. Compressive strength is
measured using the Instron Universal testing machine, as
it is a simpler way to analyze the compressive strength.2
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Mean difference
–619.33894*
456.19343
1075.53237
–9735.40003*
7170.90405
16906_30408*

p
0.026
0,119
< 0.001
0.026
0,119
< 0.001

Artificial saliva was chosen to simulate the natural
environment conditions of the oral cavity, though, exact
duplication of of human saliva is impossible due to the
inconsistent and unstable nature of saliva. Its use is well
justified in other in vitro studies.4
In this study the tetric N ceram showed the highest
compressive strength. The combination of a nanohybrid
with the prepolymer technology, is used in tetric N
ceram which is composed of prepolymerized and milled
microfillers, ytterbium fluoride particles and nanofilers.5,6
These nanohybrid composites have high filler content and
monomers which imparts better mechanical properties
and surface finish.
According to manufacturers tetric N ceram is made of
Bis-GMA, Bis-EMA and UDMA and show low volumetric
polymerisation shrinkage.7 Tetric N ceram is produced by
coordinated and optimised mixing of monomer matrix
and fillers.8,9
Ytterbium fluoride added to obtain high radiopacity
also releases fluoride. Spherical mixed oxide particles
reduces wear and provides favourable consistency.3
They also minimize the thickening effects of fillers, as
they provide large volume with the smallest surface
area possible.10 Primary particles, (individual bodies)
are combined to secondary particles (agglomerates) to
achieve the ideal consistency.3
A patented special filler, partially functionalized by
silanes, performs as an unique shrinkage stress reliever,
reducing the shrinkage stress of tetric N ceram to
minimum level.7,11 Reduced polymerisation shrinkage
leads to lower volumetric shrinkage, improves marginal
integrity and reduces shrinkage stress over the composite
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surface and on the adhesive bond.12 Newly added light
initiator Ivocerin–a dibenzoyl germanium derivative
facilitate application and curing of larger increments
of up to 4 mm, without adversely affecting the optical
properties such as translucency or colour.13
Recently, introduced amalgomer CR (ceramicreinforced glass ionomer) combines the high strength
of a metallic restorative, esthetics and other advantages
of glass ionomers, which not only complies with the
international standards of GIC but with the standard for
amalgam.14 The ceramic also helps in imparting excellent
wear and erosion resistance and also enhances the radiopacity and all-round strength of the cement.15
Ayad et al. determined the compressive strength (CS),
diametric tensile strength (DTS), surface hardness (SH),
and surface roughness (SR) of Amalgomer CR in comparison to high-copper dental amalgam.2 It was concluded that the physicomechanical properties of the
tooth-colored ceramic reinforced glass ionomer were
so close and sometimes significantly superior to dental
amalgam.16
Setting mechanism of amalgomer CR is like conventional acid-base reaction GIC. The material has a particulate ceramic component that increases its strength,
with other general characteristics of GIC. Gu, in his
study, stated that zirconia is the most important crystalline ingredient of amalgomer CR. Zirconia is added
for strengthening and toughening of some composites
because it undergoes a phase transformation from
tetragonal to monoclinic when subjected to stress.8 This
change in phase causes a 4% change in volume producinga local compressive stress, which counteracts crack
opening tension, inhibiting crack propagation leading to
increased fracture resistance.17 This increase in fracture
resistance prompted its use in GIC, although there is
no evidence to prove that it would behave in the same
manner in the more ductile matrix. The manufacturer
claims that the partial reaction of ceramic filler with
the matrix produce some bonding and also alters the
polysalt matrix.18
Equia forte (GC), a new glass ionomer restorative
system, is a combination of a self-adhesive, chemically
cured, highly filled GIC (Fuji IX GP Extra, GC) and a selfadhesive, light cured, filled resin surface sealant (G-coat
Plus, GC). It is claimed that the material has increased
fracture toughness, flexural strength, and flexural fatigue
resistance.19 The surface coating agent of the equia system
is made of a nanofilled resin that significantly increases
the resistance of the material to mechanical forces. Adhesion of equia to dentin occurs by a micromechanical interlocking and a chemical bonding with the hydroxyapatite
in enamel and dentin.20

CONCLUSION
In this study, tetric N ceram showed the highest compressive strength in comparison to amalgomer CR and equia
forte. Amalgomer CR and equia forte showed similar
results. It can be concluded that tetric N ceram may be
a better posterior restorative in comparison with amalgomer CR and equia forte.
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